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Abstract
The emerging cloud paradigm has a prominent eﬀect on manufacturing. The move from hardware bound systems to requirements based service
provision is enabling the transition to cloud manufacturing. A networked manufacturing service provision system requires vast amounts of
information to be exchanged in a non-ambiguous and timely manner to meet production requirements. In this paper, interoperability is identiﬁed
as a key enabler for cloud manufacturing and a framework for realisation of interoperability across heterogeneous computer aided manufacturing
systems is proposed. Using this framework, manufacturing resources can be shared by a large number of clients based on requirements and
priorities.
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1. Introduction
Cloud Manufacturing, has been introduced as the emerg-
ing manufacturing service-oriented paradigm. This paradigm
utilises cloud computing technology along with Internet-of-
things and state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies to in-
tegrate manufacturing resources and capabilities to oﬀer on-
demand, reliable and aﬀordable manufacturing services for the
entire manufacturing product life cycle [1]. Through the intelli-
gent integration of manufacturing resources and capabilities, a
shared pool of resources is created in the cloud manufacturing
platform, promoting cloud users to acquire manufacturing tasks
as a service [2]. The integration of the deployed manufacturing
resources and capabilities is achieved through virtualisation, as
resources are enabled for access as cloud services [3]. Manu-
facturing resources (i.e. equipment, materials, software, knowl-
edge, and skills) and manufacturing capabilities (i.e. design,
production, management, and communication) are advertised
and shared on a large uniﬁed network using the internet.
Interoperability is therefore one of the essential requirements
for enabling cloud manufacturing application [4], providing a
framework of open standards and application protocols to en-
able easy migration and integration of manufacturing applica-
tions and data between diﬀerent cloud service providers [5].
In this paper, the current architectures for forming cloud
manufacturing systems are discussed together with their en-
abling technologies. An interoperable framework for cloud
manufacturing resource sharing system (C-MARS) is then de-
ﬁned, aiming to execute various part designs with diﬀerent fea-
tures, through the intergeneration of heterogeneous manufactur-
ing resources. formerly, in section 4 a discussion of challenges
in the implementation of the framework, followed by the con-
clusion and future work in section 5.
2. An overview of cloud manufacturing
Cloud manufacturing requires collaboration between various
technologies in order to enhance its capabilities to execute com-
plex, large-scaled manufacturing services and tasks [6]. The
fundamental technologies used are cloud computing and the
Internet-of-things, as the former provides computing as a ser-
vice to enable computer based manufacturing applications to be
dissociated from hardware and the latter allow resources to be
formed into networked technology structures [7]. Multi-layered
architectures with modular approach are commonly used to
build cloud manufacturing systems[4]. Ding et al [8] proposed a
compact three layered architecture that further decomposed into
more speciﬁc layers: A cloud service provider layer that is di-
vided into manufacturing resource layer, virtual interface layer,
and virtual resource layer to collect and virtualise hardware and
software manufacturing resources on three subsequent layers, a
cloud service centre layer which supports the system with the
available services and functions by publication, retrieval, aggre-
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gation and scheduling; and, a cloud service demander layer that
handles the interface between the system and diﬀerent cloud
users. Jiang et al [9] introduced a ﬁve layered structure of base-
ment layer; access layer; functional layer; portal layer; and,
application layer, supported by cloud-agent technology within
the functional layer to control and coordinate various service
transactions within the cloud manufacturing system. This was
followed by Wang and Xu [10] who approached the intelligent-
agent technology within the smart cloud manager layer to anal-
yse, optimise and control the cloud manufacturing service inter-
actions between the user layer and the manufacturing capabil-
ity layer. Lv [11] analysed a four layered architecture based on
multi-view model that integrates diﬀerent views (function view,
resource view, information view and process view), each view
depicts diﬀerent aspect of the cloud manufacturing architecture.
Figure 1 summarises the typical layered structure of cloud man-
ufacturing systems and provides examples of components in
each layer. The application layer encompasses cloud enabled
applications such as new product development where the initial
order for part production is issues. The application interface
layer which is the topmost layer of the cloud manufacturing
middleware, manages the order received from the application
layer and coordinates with the core service layer to match the
part requirements with virtual resource capabilities. The core
service layer then passes the order to the virtual machine tool
on the virtual resource layer that corresponds to one or several
cloud enabled physical machine tools. The order which is now
translated into executable instructions on the physical machines
is executed and the produced parts are delivered to the user who
initiated the order.
2.1. Service management
The management of services within cloud manufacturing is
considered to be a critical issue, as it requires eﬀective man-
aging and coordinating between the manufacturing resources
and manufacturing capabilities to execute on-demand services
through the cloud [4]. Additionally, integration of resources
and capabilities can occur between diﬀerent clouds, as Zhang et
al [1] identify, there may be two types of clouds (public clouds
and private clouds) and therefore resources interact depend-
ing on the business needs. In order to ensure service perfor-
mance of cloud manufacturing, various methods have been pro-
posed: Wang and Liu [12] analysed the ontology of virtualised
manufacturing resources; Liu et al [13] deployed a multi-agent
system to implement manufacturing resources sharing within
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Fig. 1. Generic cloud manufacturing architecture with examples for each layer
a three diﬀerent cloud manufacturing models to suit diﬀerent
sized enterprises (small, medium, large); Jiang et al [9] simi-
larly introduced agent technology to reﬂect capabilities and be-
haviour in manufacturing resources, thus integrating its services
within the cloud manufacturing; and more recently, Tao et al
[14] addressed the uncertainty issue in the service composition
and optimum selection of manufacturing resources, by applying
an algorithm based on the adaptive chaos operator.
2.2. Interoperability
ISO16100-1 deﬁnes interoperability as the ability to share
and exchange information using common syntax and semantics
to meet an application-speciﬁc functional relationship across a
common interface. Wang and Xu [15] proposed a four lay-
ered architecture for cloud manufacturing to address interop-
erability: (i) manufacturing resource layer; to abstract manu-
facturing capabilities into self contained modules, in order to
be launched depending on user request. STEP/STEP-NC was
applied to enhance the portability and longevity of the manufac-
turing resource data modelling, subsequently, data is backed up
in the storage cloud database that is embedded within the layer;
(ii) virtual Service layer; it organises the service request infor-
mation into a compliant format; (iii) the global Service layer;
promote Enterprises to gain a logic control over the work-ﬂow
and processes of the service; (iv) and, the application layer that
provides the interface between the cloud user and the ICMS.
Wang et al [16] addressed interoperability for manufacturing
task description within the cloud manufacturing, by applying an
ontology based framework. Lu et al [17] addressed interoper-
ability through a Hybrid Manufacturing Cloud architecture that
promote users to utilise diﬀerent cloud modes; public, commu-
nity, and private clouds. Enabling cloud users to have full con-
trol over the related resource sharing authorisation to enhance
trustworthy and patent protection. Li et al [18] linked the cloud
manufacturing models with STEP standards and application
protocols. What is achieved previously in addressing interoper-
ability within the cloud manufacturing ﬁeld is the proposing of
theoretical frameworks for the manufacturing tasks description,
the switching between diﬀerent cloud modes (public, commu-
nity, and private cloud), and the approaching of a generic frame
work of how information ﬂows within the cloud manufacturing
system. Consequently, a development of a interoperable cloud
manufacturing framework that is able to identify the major ma-
chine tool types (i.e.manufacturing resources), their controller
type and capabilities (i.e. table size, number of axis, maxi-
mum tool size, etc.) is required. This will ensure that only
parts which are manufacturable being allocated to the available
resources and additionally, can accept new models of manu-
facturing resources autonomously (Independent resource model
that is only deﬁned by available resources). Furthermore an in-
vestigation is still required to identify the communication and
interaction protocols of the collaboration structure that merge
service providers and service users within cloud manufactur-
ing system. As the current literature lacks of adequate stud-
ies regarding the improvement of cloud manufacturing archi-
tecture, collaboration techniques, and resource sharing. Conse-
quently, the development of state-of-the-art models, algorithms
and techniques is a necessity in order to extend traditional man-
ufacturing industries to be adopted within the cloud environ-
ment. Additionally, logical and real experimentation is needed
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to develop good practices for validation, in order to enhance the
integrity of cloud manufacturing by developing rational cloud
manufacturing models frameworks. In the current state there
are redundant data representation and description of manufac-
turing resources and capabilities due to proprietary semantics
and data formats. Many extensive eﬀorts were proposed to es-
tablish standardised information representation of manufactur-
ing resources and capabilities within an integrated manufactur-
ing system, aiming for seamless data transfer and exchange.
STEP, WSDL, ontology techniques and XML are deployed for
the identiﬁcation and application of standardised data mod-
els and structures for manufacturing resources and capabilities
utilised through the product life cycle processes. Hence, this
deployment approach can pave the way for the development
of cloud manufacturing to realise the integration of the cur-
rent manufacturing information systems. The manufacturing
enterprises currently adopting service-orientated approaches to
integrate manufacturing resources based on cloud computing
paradigm, thus, state-of-the-art methodologies is crucially re-
quired to enhance the integration of various manufacturing re-
sources. Additionally, there is a need for intelligent integration
rather than just the current automation as it that oﬀers auton-
omy in achieving manufacturing tasks. Further development in
the integration of manufacturing control systems which can en-
hance the cloud manufacturing paradigm. Extensive work has
been made in relation to the development of open communica-
tion standards among shop ﬂoor connectivity to enhance ma-
chine to machine interaction (intercommunication), thus ﬂexi-
bility and coordination through manufacturing product life cy-
cle is realised.
3. Cloud manufacturing resource sharing system (C-
MARS) Framework
The illustration of the theoretical framework is described
in this section, so that to explore the cloud-resource systems
in manufacturing and investigate the execution of manufactur-
ing process plans on heterogeneous-decentralised manufactur-
ing resources (Mresources), as shown in ﬁgure 2 high-level il-
lustration of the system framework functions in acquiring cloud
manufacturing services . As the cloud manager accepts the
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Fig. 2. Cloud Manufacturing Resource Sharing System (C-MARS)
CAD ﬁle and forwards the scheduling input parameters to the
scheduler then the machining tasks is sent to the assigned ma-
chine tools for service execution. Explicitly, the service pro-
cessing function is abstracted in to four main functions; order
review, scheduling, generating tool-path and order processing.
Each with a speciﬁc constraints and physical aspect for mech-
anisms; as the order review function is mainly executed by the
cloud manager component that compare the service order with
the deployed manufacturing capabilities within the cloud man-
ufacturing sharing system (C-MARS), consequently, the con-
ﬁrmed order is scheduled by the scheduler component that se-
quences the assigned resources with the requested order, fur-
thermore, the scheduled order is passed through the tool-path
generator component to compile tool-path for the assigned re-
sources, henceforth the order processing function is initiated by
the physical machine interface component. In this section, the
structural and functional, views of the theoretical framework
are speciﬁed.
3.1. Functional view
The cloud manufacturing resource sharing system (C-
MARS) model as shown in ﬁgure 3 will work by; (1) initiating
a service request by a customer for manufacturing a designed
part (uploading a CAD ﬁle through a web interface). operation.
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Fig. 3. C-MARS Functional view
The ﬁle will be sent directly to the Cloud Manager (iden-
tiﬁes the design features) that consequently will compare the
machine capabilities available with the part requirements in the
CAD ﬁle and (2) request the needed machine capability pro-
ﬁle from the Manufacturing Resource Manager, that will reply
to the Cloud Manager with a (3) list of the available machines
tools that can machine the features of the part (based on the
capability proﬁle requested by cloud manager).
Accordingly, the Cloud Manager will aggregate this infor-
mation (comprehensive process sheet (i.e. operations type, cut-
ting tools used, feed, speed, etc) with the information sent by
the Manufacturing Resource Monitor (machine tools status up-
date) to set the scheduling criteria and (4) send these sets of
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information to the Scheduler (machine tools type, machining
operations, criteria (i.e. delivery time, speciﬁc machine tool).
The Scheduler will assign the machine tools based on the cri-
teria given and will (5) reply with assigned machine tools, ma-
chining operations and the part number. The Cloud Manager
will then (6) send the schedule draft to the customer to (7) reply
with the service conﬁrmation.
Consequently, the Cloud Manager will (8) send (based on
the Scheduler assignment) to the Physical Machine Interface
of each assigned machine; the part features (CAD ﬁle) along
with the process sheet of the related machining operation. Once
the Physical Machine Interface of each of the assigned machine
tools receives this information, it will (9) send the feature man-
ufacturing sequence and the postprocessor type to the Toolpath
Generator, (10) requesting an NC ﬁle (G code) for the related
machining.
Accordingly, the Physical Machine Interface will notify the
Manufacturing Resource Monitor with the machining operation
(11) start and (15) end, in order for it to update the Cloud Man-
ager of the machine tools status (13) and (17), to facilitate the
Cloud Manager to notify the customer with machining opera-
tion (14) start and (18) end. (12) and (16) are automatic re-
sponses for receiving messages by the Manufacturing resource
monitor.
3.2. Structural view
The model structure consists of eight main classes as shown
in ﬁgure 4 to perform an assigned task. Each class represents
a speciﬁc component in C-MARS structure, which describes
the roles of each component allocated in the system. For in-
stance; the cloud manager component; is considered to be
the main core component of the model for oﬀering (acquiring)
model services, as it provides (a) task request for operation,
(b) list of manufacturing resources assigned to the related job
request, (c) The resource capabilities of the manufacturing re-
sources assigned (deployed), and the job order of the deployed
manufacturing resources to execute the requested task.
Additionally the scheduler component; which schedules
the requested task with the manufacturing resources assigned
by the cloud manager component, etc. Although, the schedul-
ing tasks can be embedded within the cloud manager respon-
sibilities. However, the separation of the scheduler compo-
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Fig. 4. class diagram of C-MARS model
nent from the cloud manager, allows C-MARS to utilise vari-
ous schedulers with diﬀerent scheduling techniques rather than
constrained with a speciﬁc scheduler.
4. Discussion and summary
The aim of the work proposed is to identify and specify the
requirements to realise interoperable resource sharing system
for cloud manufacturing. As the reviewed literature in section
2 showed that; extensive eﬀorts have been done in order to in-
tegrate heterogeneous manufacturing resources and capabilities
to develop a collaborative environment for manufacturing en-
terprises.
Although the majority of these eﬀorts are not harmonized
in the context of uniﬁed manufacturing integrated system that
could be seamlessly deployed for the approaching technolo-
gies as cloud manufacturing. Although, they showed particular
strengths in the interoperable integration of CAx chain systems,
shop-ﬂoor connectivity, and additionally, the uniﬁed informa-
tion representation of manufacturing resources.
The aim was applying open standards for non-ambiguous
virtual representation and interoperability enhancement of var-
ious manufacturing resources and capabilities to be integrated
within a speciﬁed framework. On the other hand, the exist-
ing architectures, models, and algorithms in relation to cloud
manufacturing are insuﬃcient for a large-scale evaluation en-
vironment, thus avert the development of the commercial ap-
plication of cloud manufacturing. Additionally, the full inte-
gration of the legacy systems is not possible as the former pro-
posed networked manufacturing systems has some signiﬁcant
limitations as; lack of protocols and standards, lack of oper-
ation models (i.e. management mechanisms for coordination
of large data), and lack of ﬂexibility in integration of manu-
facturing resources. Hence, former networked manufacturing
systems lack the adaptability to acquire the future and the com-
petitive needs of manufacturing enterprises. However, these
legacy manufacturing systems yielded many applications that
can be deployed/adopted within the cloud manufacturing sys-
tem (i.e. scheduling, tool-path generators and process planning
optimization, product design, resource optimal allocation, and
resource service composition).
Hence, through the utilisation of the cloud computing tech-
nologies and the various manufacturing applications of the
legacy systems; the cloud manufacturing paradigm potentially
will be able to achieve the aim of centralised management of
decentralised and disturbed manufacturing resources and ca-
pabilities to oﬀer them as a service. Which implies to the
challenge of integrating the essential components of a manu-
facturing system (i.e. uniﬁed manufacturing resource model,
scheduler, tool-path generator, CAx systems) to realise inter-
operable cloud manufacturing system, and so that to provide
manufacturing resources and capabilities as services on an on-
demand basis through the utilising of the internet. And enable
the cloud manufacturing system components to communicate
and exchange data autonomously. This study has taken a step
in the direction of identifying interoperability as a key enabler
for cloud manufacturing application, through a framework for
realisation of a interoperability across heterogeneous computer
aided manufacturing systems. By the deployment of various in-
formation technologies as Internet-of-Things, cloud computing,
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service oriented architectures to integrate state-of-the-art tech-
niques of manufacturing resource standardisation and serviti-
sation. Hence, integration of heterogamous manufacturing re-
sources along the product life cycle is enabled. The novel vision
of the work approached is through development of the cloud
manager component, the cloud manufacturing resource sharing
system (C-MARS) framework will be able to execute various
part design features on heterogeneous deployed manufacturing
resources autonomously. furthermore, allowing added on ca-
pabilities of manufacturing resources to be deployed within the
system. Therefore, the outlined approach embraces the inte-
gration of traditional and non-traditional manufacturing compo-
nents, thus facilitates the adoption of the cloud manufacturing
paradigm by current manufacturing enterprise (SMEs). This
service oriented system should allow various stakeholders to
access the necessary manufacturing information according to
their requirements and priorities. additionally, enhance the ex-
pediency of the cloud manufacturing environment.
5. Conclusion and Future work
There are numerous interoperable systems of which cannot
or do not communicate with each other eﬃciently in order to
make seamless distributed manufacturing system through the
product lifecycle from design to ﬁnal part. The challenging
question is it possible to integrate the essential components of
a manufacturing system (i.e. uniﬁed manufacturing resource
model, scheduler, tool-path generator, CAx systems) to realise
interoperable cloud manufacturing system, and so that to pro-
vide manufacturing resources and capabilities as services on an
on-demand basis through the utilising of the internet. And en-
able the cloud manufacturing system components to communi-
cate and exchange data autonomously. The novel aspect of the
proposed work is that through the cloud manager component
it will be possible to understand the data that comes from the
other diﬀerent components within the cloud manufacturing sys-
tem, creating an interoperable cloud manufacturing framework
based on the integration of diﬀerent manufacturing resources
and capabilities through creation of the cloud manager that will
enable the communication and interaction between the cloud
manufacturing main components (i.e. scheduler, tool path gen-
erator, manufacturing resource manager, and physical machine
interface). Additionally will be able to manipulate the data to
make the cloud manufacturing components communicate with
each other through the cloud manager component to execute
service requests. In this study so-far, a theoretical framework
is modelled to address interoperability within the cloud manu-
facturing components, as each component was conceptualised
and related functions were explicitly analysed and identiﬁed to
enable a well expressed modelled framework. In addition the
proposed framework C-MARS will propose the object oriented
approach in modelling the cloud manufacturing system. Fur-
thermore, an extensive review of literature was acquired , along
with the study of tools utilised and the related technology de-
ployed for the application of cloud manufacturing. Future work
will focus on:
• Development of prototype software: this phase encom-
passes the implementation of the approached theoretical
framework model, as the model main components (i.e
cloud manager component) will be explicitly expanded
to a low level aspect, furthermore the compulsory com-
ponents will be utilised, in order to develop and demon-
strate a veriﬁed cloud manufacturing resource sharing sys-
tem prototype software.
• Design of Industrially inspired experiment cases: In
this step an industrially inspired experimental cases is se-
lected and applied to demonstrate the capabilities of the
developed software.
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